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Vl Semester ?.A-/8. Sc. gxa m i'niti o n, Septem berloctober 2022< 
(Semester Scheme)

(CBCS) (F+R) (2016 - 17 and Onwards)
MATHEMATICS. VII

Time :3 Hours Max. Marks :70

lnstruction : Answer all Parts.

PART - A

Answer any five questions. (5x2=10)

1. a) ln a vector space V over the tield F, show that

(-C)"=-(Cu), Vue V, CeF

b) Prove that the subset W={(x,,x,xu) /x,+x2+Xs:0} of the vector

space V3(n) is a subspace of V3(H)

c) ShowthatT:Vr(H) +Vr(R) defined byT(x, y) = (x *y, x-y) is a linear

transformation.

d) Define range space and null space of linear iransformation.

e) Write scalar factors in cylindrical co-ordinate system.

f) Solve'+=dY =qz-y z'x- xy2'

g) Form a partial differential equation by eliminating the arbitrary constants
frornz-(x+a) (y+b).

h) Solve p2 *,q2 = 3.

PART - B

Answer two full questions. (2x10=20)

2. a) Prove that the intersection of any two subspaces of a vector space ViF) is

also a subspace of V. But the union of two subspace of vector space V(F)

need not be a subspace of V. Justify.

b) State and prove the necessary and sufficient candition for a non-empty

subset W of a vector space V(F) to be a subspace of V.

oR 
p.r.o.
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3. a) A set of non-zero vectors (o' ur, ...., cr^) of vector space V(F) is linearly

dependent if and only if one df ve?tors say un (2 . k < n) is expressed as a
linear combination of its preceding ones.

b) Find the dirnension and basis of the subspace spanned by the vectors
(2, -3, 1), (3, 0, 

-t), (0,2, 1), (1 , 1 , 1) of V.(R).

4. a) Find the linear transformation T : Vr(R) -+ Vr(R) such that T(-1, 1) = (-1, 0, 2)

and T(2, 1) = (1 ,2, 1). 
L v

[-r 0l
b) Find the linear transformation for the matrix A = I 2 0 | with respect to

I r s]
the bases 81 = i(1,2,0), (0, -1,0), (1, -1, 1)) and 82 = i(1,0), (2, -1)]

OR

5. a) State and prove rank-nullity theorem"

b) Find the linear transformation T : Fls + R3 defined by T(e,) = er - az,

T(e2) = 2a1+ eu, T(er) = ot + e2 + e' Also find the range spacb, null bpace,

rank and nullity of T.

PART _ C

Answer two full questions (2;1Q=20)

6. a) Verify the condition for integrability and solve

gx2dx + 3y2dy - (*s + y3 + e2'1d, = o.

b) Solve xz(y -z)p + yz(z-x)q = z2 (x-y).

OR:
7. a) Show that thb spherical co-ordinate system is orthogonal curvilinear

co-ordinate system.

b) Express vector i =Zyi-zi+ Sxk in cylindrical co-ordinates and findfo, f*
and fr.

8. a) solve , ri*rr-: 
dY, 

= , dZ

mz-ny nx-lz ly-mx'

b) solve'-d*-=--gY = dz
- x(y-z) y(z-x) z(x-y)

OR
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9. a) Express i = 2xi - 2y'i * xzk in cylindrical co-ordinates system and find
f .f .f .p'o'z

b) Express the vector i = zi - zxj + yt in terms of spherical polar co-ordinates
and find f,, fu, f*.

PART _ D

Answer two full questions (2119=20)

10. a) Form the partial differential equation given that f(x + y + z, x2 - y2 - ,2) = O.

b) Solve x(1 + y)p = y(1 + x)q.

OR

11. a) Solve (D2 * DD'- 6D'2)z = cos(2x + y). :

b) Solve P + q = sinx + siny.

12. a) Solve by Charpit's method z = pQ.

b) Solve (D2 * DD'+ D'- 1)z = sin(x + 2y).

OR

13. a) A tightly stretched string with fixed end points X = 0 and x = I is initially

in a position given by y = yn sin3 [ Ol ). If it is released from rest to this,v 
\ t )

position, find the displacement y(x, t).

b) Solve & = 1 6 fI subiecteci to the conditions
Fl 6x'

i) tl(O, t) = 0, u(1, t) = I
ii) u(x, 0),+ x2-x, 0 < x < 1.


